Names of conversation with Dezhurov 1/21/74 @ Pittsburgh, dinner.

Tuesday introduced him to Avery in 1940-41 soon after Dr. y heard in NY from Pasadena. (Dr. Avery at Pasadena 1936 when the letter took fellowship with Pauling. Avery would not admit bacteria had "guts" -- theory peculiar to garden peas. Later Avery became very critical of Avery. Dr. D's mind Haenni? settled the question of DNA purity with postreactions. (Secondary attachment?)


D: Did not know how Haenni became interested. She was officialy LC Dunn's student. [L6--Avery visited where often seminars, etc., collaborated with postdoc. Perhaps ask Hans Rick if he has any results on J.

Suggested that Kempke may have became known -- e.g. CSH files.

L6: Ask Shil Haimowicz. D did not really answer my question about his own paper.

D joked about what Cohen's attribution to his family of having discovered everything. L6+D: like HSM and human.

He will send me Dr. Willi's paper verifying coadapted genotypes.

(see RKM question)